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Abstract
We show that there exists a consistent truncation of 11 dimensional
supergravity to the ’massless’ fields of maximal (N=4) 7 dimensional
gauged supergravity. We find the complete expressions for the nonlinear
embedding of the 7 dimensional fields into the 11 dimensional fields, and
check them by reproducing the d=7 susy transformation laws from the
d=11 laws in various sectors. In particular we determine explicitly the
matrix U which connects the Killing spinors to the gravitinos in the KK
ansatz, and the dependence of the 4-index field strength on the scalars.
This is the first time a complete nonlinear KK reduction of the original
d=11 supergravity on a nontrivial compact space has been explicitly
given. We need a first order formulation for the 3 index tensor field
AΛΠΣ in d=11 to reproduce the 7 dimensional result. The concept of
’self-duality in odd dimensions’ is thus shown to originate from first order
formalism in higher dimensions. For the AdS-CFT correspondence, our
results imply that one can use 7d gauged supergravity (without further
massive modes) to compute certain correlators in the d=6 (0,2) CFT at
leading order in N. This eliminates an ambiguity in the formulation of
the correspondence.
The question whether in general a consistent Kaluza-Klein (KK) truncation exists
at the nonlinear level is an old problem. For tori, the consistency is easy to prove,
but for more complicated compact spaces little is known. In supergravity (sugra), the
truncation of d=11 sugra on AdS4×S7 to maximal d = 4 gauged sugra was intensively
studied 15 years ago [1], culminating in a series of papers by de Wit and Nicolai [2, 3].
The interest in those days was to find realistic 4 dimensional models from spontaneous
compactification of maximal 11 dimensional sugra. Recent developments in the AdS-
CFT correspondence [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] have renewed interest in AdS compactifications
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to 5 and 7 dimensions. A crucial question is whether the AdS5 × S5 and AdS7 ×
S4 compactifications allow consistent truncations to the massless sector, because if
there does not exist a consistent truncation, massive fields have to be considered for
computations of correlators in the corresponding CFT [6].
de Wit and Nicolai first studied the KK reduction of the original formulation of
d=11 sugra [2], but then they found it advantageous to construct a different formulation
of d=11 sugra with a local SU(8) invariance [3]. Because the local SU(8) invariance
rotates Bianchi identities into field equations, the action for the SU(8) sugra did not
follow directly from the original d=11 action [3]). For this SU(8) formulation the
complete nonlinear KK reduction on AdS7 × S4 was given: they proposed nonlinear
ansa¨tze and checked the consistency of the KK truncation on AdS4 × S7 as far as the
bosonic and fermionic transformation rules are concerned. It may be that the SU(8)
theory will turn out to be important for future research in string theory, but we prefer
to work with the original formulation. The connection was formulated in terms of a
matrix U for which they derived an equation, but they only could solve this equation
in certain sectors. (ref. [2]a, eq. (3.12) and ref. [2]b, eq. (2.14)).
In this article we analyze the KK reduction of d=11 sugra on AdS7 ×S4. This will
allow us to go further than the work on AdS4×S7. As we already mentioned, in ref. [2]
d=11 sugra was first reformulated in a form with a local SU(8)× SO(1, 3) in tangent
space instead of the usual SO(1,10). In our case, we choose not to go through the
intermediate step of finding a formulation of 11d sugra with a corresponding local SO(5)
invariance, hence we will directly work with the d=11 sugra as it is usually formulated.
In this letter we present our main results leaving the details of the calculations for a
future publication [9].
One of the reasons to study the AdS7×S4 case is that we would like to understand
the origin of the mysterious ’self-duality in odd dimensions’ [10] which appears in var-
ious supergravities in odd dimensions. To obtain the action for selfdual tensors one
begins with the antisymmetric tensor from d=11 whose action is quadratic in deriva-
tives, and introduces the square of an extra auxiliary antisymmetric tensor field in
the lower dimension by hand, rotates both tensors, factorizes the second order field
equations into two field equations linear in derivatives, and drops one of the factors.
The end product is an action of the form ǫFA+A2 [10] which is dual to Chern-Simons
theory for the abelian case [11] but not for the nonabelian case [12]. In sugra the
nonabelian version appears.
L = − 12k2ER(E,Ω) − E2 Ψ¯ΛΓΛΠΣDΠ(Ω+Ωˆ2 )ΨΣ + E48 (FΛΠΣΩFΛΠΣΩ−
48FΛΠΣΩ∂ΛAΠΣΩ)−
√
2
6 kǫ
Λ0...Λ10∂Λ0AΛ1Λ2 Λ3∂Λ4AΛ5Λ6Λ7AΛ8Λ9Λ10
−
√
2k
16 E[Ψ¯ΠΓ
ΠΛ1...Λ4ΣΨΣ + 12Ψ¯
Λ1ΓΛ2Λ3ΨΛ4 ][ 124 (F + Fˆ )Λ1...Λ4] (I.1)
δEMΛ =
k
2 ε¯Γ
MΨΛ with Γ
a = τa ⊗ γ5; Γm = I ⊗ γm (I.2)
δAΛ1Λ2Λ3 = −
√
2
8 ε¯Γ[Λ1Λ2ΨΛ3] (I.3)
δΨΛ =
1
kDΛ(Ωˆ)ε+
√
2
12 (Γ
Λ1...Λ4
Λ − 8δΛ1Λ ΓΛ2Λ3Λ4)ε( 124 FˆΛ1...Λ4)
+ 124 (bΓΛ
Λ1...Λ4 1√
E
BΛ1...Λ4 − aΓΛ1Λ2Λ3 1√EBΛΛ1Λ2Λ3)ε (I.4)
δBMNPQ =
√
Eε¯(aΓMNPE
Λ
QRΛ(Ψ) + bΓMNPQΛR
Λ(Ψ)) (I.5)
Table I
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Maximal (N=4) sugra in 7 dimensions has a 3 index tensor Sαβγ,A (A=1,5) with a
self-dual action. Because in the linearized KK reduction one needs to introduce an
auxiliary field Bαβγ ∼ ∗Bαβγδ in d=7 to construct this action [13], we will start from a
first order formulation for AΛΠΣ in d=11, and deduce self-duality. The 11 dimensional
Lagrangian we start from and its supersymmetry transformations rules are given in
the Table I, where Λ,Π, ... = 0, 10 are curved vector indices and M,N,...=0,10 are flat
vector indices. The action is invariant under the susy laws for any value of the real
constants a and b. We will fix them later by the requirement of consistent truncation.
The field FΛΠΣΩ is an independent field. FˆΛΠΣΩ denotes the usual curl FΛΠΣΩ =
24∂[ΛAΠΣΩ] plus the ΨΓΓΨ-terms which make it supercovariant.
2 Similarly ΩˆΛ
MN
is the usual supercovariant spin connection. [14] Finally, RΛ(Ψ) is the gravitino field
equation, RΛ(Ψ) =
1
E
δL
δΨ¯Λ
. It is convenient to redefine FΛΠΣΩ by introducing an
auxiliary tensor density BMNPQ:
FΛΠΣΩ = ∂ΛAΠΣΩ + 23 terms+BMNPQE−1/2EMΛ ...EQΩ (1)
The action in table I contains a new first-order formulation as far as the 3-index
tensor field AΛΠΣ is concerned. There exists also a first order formulation of d=11
sugra with an independent spin connection Ω [15]. Initially we tried to deduce the d=7
selfduality from this field Ω, but this did not work [9]. Instead we will work with a
second order formalism for the spin connection.
e−1L = −12R+ 14m2(T 2 − 2TijT ij)− 12PαijPαij − 14(ΠAiΠBjFABαβ )2
+12(Π
−1
i
A
Sαβγ,A)
2 + 148me
−1ǫαβγδǫηζδABSαβγ,AFδǫηζ,B − 12 ψ¯αταβγ ▽β ψγ−
1
2 λ¯
iτα ▽α λi − 18m(8T ij − Tδij)λ¯iλj + 12mT ijλ¯iγjταψα + 12 ψ¯ατβταγiλjPβij
+18mTψ¯ατ
αβψβ +
1
16 ψ¯α(τ
αβγδ − 2δαβδγδ)γijψδΠAiΠBjFABβγ +
1
4 ψ¯ατ
βγταγiλjΠA
iΠB
jFABβγ +
1
32 λ¯iγ
jγklγ
iταβλjΠA
kΠB
lFABαβ +
im
8
√
3
ψ¯α(τ
αβγδǫ+
6δαβτγδδǫ)γiψǫΠ
−1
i
A
Sβγδ,A − im4√3 ψ¯α(ταβγδ − 3δαβτγδ)λiΠ−1i
A
Sβγδ,A−
im
8
√
3
λ¯iταβγγjλiΠ
−1
i
A
Sβγδ,A − i e−116√3ǫαβγδǫηζǫABCDEδAGSαβγ,GFBCδǫ FDEηζ
+m
−1
8 e
−1Ω5[B]− m−116 e−1Ω3[B] (II.1)
δeaα =
1
2 ǫ¯τ
aψα (II.2)
ΠA
iΠB
jδBABα =
1
4 ǫ¯γ
ijψα +
1
8 ǫ¯ταγ
kγijλk (II.3)
δSαβγ,A = − i
√
3
8m ΠA
i(2ǫ¯γijkψ[α + ǫ¯τ[αγ
lγijkλl)ΠB
jΠC
kFBCβγ]
− i
√
3
4m δijΠA
jD[α(2ǫ¯τβγ
iψγ] + ǫ¯τβγ]λ
i) + i
√
3
12 δABΠ
−1
i
B
(3ǫ¯τ[αβγ
iψγ] − ǫ¯ταβγλi) (II.4)
Π−1i
A
δΠA
j = 14(ǫ¯γiλ
j + ǫ¯γjλi) (II.5)
δψα = ▽αǫ− 120mTταǫ− 140(τα βγ − 8δβατγ)γijǫΠAiΠBjFABβγ
+ im
10
√
3
(τα
βγδ − 92δβατγδ)γiǫΠ−1i
A
Sβγδ,A (II.6)
δλi =
1
16τ
αβ(γklγi − 15γiγkl)ǫΠAkΠBlFABαβ + im20√3ταβγ(γi j − 4δ
j
i )ǫΠ
−1
j
A
Sαβγ,A
+12m(Tij − 15T )γjǫ+ 12ταγjǫPαij (II.7)
Table II
2By replacing the term FF in (I.1) by F Fˆ , the terms (Ψ¯ΓΓΨ)(F + Fˆ ) get absorbed. Then the F
field equation reads F = Fˆ and becomes supercovariant. We have not been able to absorb the remaining
four-fermi terms by using our new first order formulation.
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We expand d=11 sugra around theAdS7×S4 background given by Fµνρσ = 3/
√
2mǫµνρσ
det(
◦
e
m
µ ) where m
−1 is the radius of S4 and
◦
e
m
µ (x) is the background vielbein (µ, ν, ... =
1, 4 are curved indices and m,n,... are flat indices).
Maximal gauged sugra in d=7 [16] has the action and susy laws of Table II. Here
α, β, ... = 0, 6 are curved vector indices and a,b,...=0,6 are flat vector indices. The
Dirac matrices in d=7 and d=4 are denoted by τa and γm, respectively. The model
has a local SO(5)g gauge group for which A,B,... =1,5 are vector indices, while I,J,...
=1,4 are spinor indices. The scalars ΠA
i parametrize the coset SL(5,R)/SO(5)c but
in the gauged model the rigid SL(5,R) symmetry of the action is lost and replaced
by the SO(5)g gauge invariance. The indices i,j,...=1,5 are SO(5)c vector indices and
I ′, J ′,...=1,4 are spinor indices. The model has the folowing fields: the vielbein eαa, the
4 gravitinos ψI
′
α , the SO(5)g vector B
AB
α = −BBAα , the scalars ΠAi, the antisymmetric
tensor Sαβγ A and the spin 1/2 fields λ
I′
i (vector-spinors under SO(5)c).They have the
correct mass-terms which ensure ’masslessness’ in d=7 AdS space [17]. In (II.1) Tij =
Π−1i
A
Π−1j
B
δAB , Ω3[B] and Ω5[B] are the Chern-Simons forms for B
AB
α (normalized
to dΩ3[B] = (TrF
2)2 and dΩ5[B] = (TrF
4)). The tensor Pα ij and the connection Qα ij
(appearing in the covariant derivatives ▽α) are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts
of (Π−1)Ai
(
δA
B∂α + gBαA
B
)
ΠB
kδkj , respectively. Here Dα has both a Qαij and a
Pαij piece.
We begin the KK reduction with the usual ansatz for the 11d vielbein:
EΛ
M =
(
eα
a(y)∆−1/5(y, x) Bµα(y, x)Eµ
m(y, x)
0 Eµ
m(y, x)
)
(2)
EM
Λ =
(
ea
α∆1/5 −Bµα(y, x)eaα∆1/5
0 Em
µ
)
;Em
µEµ
n = δm
n ; ea
αeα
b = δa
b (3)
where Bµα(y, x) = −2BABα (y)V µAB(x) with V µAB Killing vectors on S4 3. The rescal-
ing by ∆−1/5 where ∆ ≡ detEµm(y, x)/det ◦eµ
m
(x) brings the d=7 Einstein action in
canonical form.
We also redefine the d=11 gravitino field ΨΛ in terms of a field ψα(y, x) and a field
ψm(y, x) which lead to the canonical gravitino and Dirac Lagrangians in d=7
Ea
ΛΨΛ = ∆
1/10γ
−1/2
5 ea
αψα − 1
5
τaγ5γ
mEm
ΛΨΛ ; Em
ΛΨΛ = ∆
1/10γ
1/2
5 ψm (4)
We formulate the KK reduction of the fermions in terms of ψα and ψm
ψα(y, x) = ∆
−1/10(y, x)γ−1/25 e
a
α(y)(Ψa(y, x) +
1
5
τaγ5γ
mΨm(y, x))
= ψαI′(y)U
I′
I(y, x)η
I(x) (5)
ψm(y, x) = ∆
−1/10(y, x)γ1/25 Ψm(y, x)
3One has V ABµ = Y
[A∂µY
B] with strength unity, where Y A = 14 (γ
A)IJ η¯
Iγ5η
J is real and satisfies∑
A(Y
A)2 = 1. We use ’modified’ Majorana spinors, η¯I = ηI,TC
(4)
− = (η
K)†γ5Ω˜
IK with (C
(4)
− ).. numer-
ically equal to (Ω˜).. and Ω˜
... The matrices γA and γi are in both cases given by {iγmγ5, γ5}. Furthermore,
ε¯ = εTC(11) = ε†iΓ0 with C(11) = C(7) ⊗ C(4)− , so that ε¯(y, x) = ǫ¯I′(y)U I
′
I(y, x)η¯
I(x)∆−1/10
√
γ5.
4
= λI′J ′K ′(y)U
I′
I(y, x)U
J ′
J(y, x)U
K ′
K(y, x)η
IJK
m (x) (6)
ǫ(y, x) = ∆1/10(y, x)γ
−1/2
5 ε(y, x) with
√
γ5 =
1
2
(1− i)(1 + iγ5)
= ǫI′(y)U
I′
I(y, x)η
I(x) (7)
where ηI are Killing spinors on S4 (
◦
Dµ η
I = im2 γµη
I). We normalize them to η¯IηJ =
Ω˜IJ . The expansion into spherical harmonics is the same as in [13] except that we
added a matrix U I
′
I (y, x) which interpolates between SO(5)g and SO(5)c. In ref [2],
a SU(8) matrix U was found to be needed to obtain consistency of the KK reduction in
certain sectors, but then a reformulation of the theory with full local SU(8) invariance
was constructed [3]. We introduce the matrix U as in [2], but we shall not go to a
different formulation of d=11 sugra.
For consistency of our results for the transformation rules the matrix U needs to
satisfy
U I
′
IΩ˜
IJUJ
′
J = Ω˜
I′J ′ → Ω˜IJUJ ′JΩJ ′I′ = −(U−1)I I′ (8)
For example (II.2) follows from (I.2) only if (8) holds. Here Ω and Ω˜ are the Usp(4)
invariant tensors used to lower and raise the spinor indices, satisfying Ω˜IJΩKJ = δ
I
K
and Ω˜I
′J ′ΩK ′J ′ = δ
I′
K ′ . Since Ω is the charge conjugation matrix, this restricts U to be
an SO(5) matrix in the spinor representation.
The ansatz for the expansion of Emµ into spherical harmonics is found from the
result in (II.3) that ΠA
iΠB
jδBABα =
1
4 ǫ¯γ
ijψα +
1
8 ǫ¯ταγ
kγijλk. The first term in (II.3)
gives the following result:
iEµm(UV
mUT )I
′J ′ = −∆1/5(Π−1)iA(Π−1)jBV µAB(γij)I
′J ′ (9)
Eµm = i
1
4
∆1/5(Π−1)i
A
(Π−1)j
B
V µABTr(γ
ijUVmU
TΩ) (10)
By substituting Eµm back into (9), we get a consistency condition on the matrix U,
1
4
(Π−1)i
A
(Π−1)j
B
V µABTr(γ
ijUVmU
TΩ)(UV mUT )I
′J ′ = (Π−1)i
A
(Π−1)j
B
V µAB(γ
ij)I
′J ′
(11)
where the Killing vector V mIJ is given by V m IJ = iV mAB(γ
AB)IJ = −iV mAB(γABΩ˜)IJ .
We note that U=1 is not consistent, therefore we indeed need the matrix U. Using this
ansatz, the second term in (II.3) also matches the corresponding term on the left hand
side, provided one identifies λkI′ with 3i(γ
k)J
′K ′λI′J ′K ′ .
Then, by calculating ∆ , we get
∆−6/5 = (Π−1)i
A
(Π−1)j
B
δijYAYB ≡ TABYAYB (12)
where YA =
1
4(γA)IJ η¯
Iγ5η
J is the basic scalar spherical harmonic on S4. We can then
extract δΠA
i from δ(∆−6/5) and comparison with (II.5) gives another condition on U:
YA(Uγ
AΩ˜UT )I
′J ′ = ∆3/5(Π−1)i
A
(γi)I
′J ′YA (13)
Equations (8), (11) and (13) are all we need to know about U to prove all results on
consistency.
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At this point we have come in 7 dimensions as far as others in 4 dimensions. How-
ever, we have been able to find the solution for U. First of all, we have been able to
show that (11) follows from (13), so that (13) is the crucial equation. The covariant
solution of (13) built out of Y A and vi is unique and reads
U = −
√
1 + viY i
2
+
Y Aviδ
BiγAB√
2(1 + viY i)
vi = (Π
−1)i
A
YA∆
3/5 (14)
It was determined by moving one of the U matrices in (13) to the right-hand side
yielding UY/ = v/U and expanding the 4×4 matrix U on the basis 1, γA, γAB . Covariance
restricts U to f1+f2Y/+f3v/+f4Y
Avjδ
BjγAB , where fj depends only on Y ·v. Requiring
(8) and (13) leads to (14).
Next we turn to the ansatz for FΛΠΣΩ. At the linearized level it contains the
fluctuations in gµα and gµν , and fluctuations in Aαβγ [13]. At the nonlinear level,
an ansatz for FΛΠΣΩ containing only the fluctuations in gµα and yielding the correct
Chern-Simons actions in d=7 was given in [18, 19]. We now present the complete
expression for FΛΠΣΩ; it contains the results of [13] and [18, 19] (at the limit when the
scalar fields are set to zero) and it satisfies the Bianchi identities.
√
2
3m
Fµνρσ = ǫµνρσ
√
det
◦
g
[
1 +
1
3
(
T
YAYBTAB
− 5
)
−2
3
(
YA(T
2)ABYB
(YATABYB)2
− 1
)]
(15)
√
2
3m
Fµνρα = ∂[µ
(
ǫABCDEB
AB
α C
C
ν C
D
ρ]
TEFYF
Y · T · Y
)
+
√
◦
gǫµνρσC
σ
A
1
3
(
∂αT
ABYB
YATABYB
− T
ABYB
(YATABYB)2
(YC∂αT
CDYD)
)
(16)
√
2
3m
Fµναβ =
2
3
[
∂[α
(
ǫABCDEB
AB
β] C
C
µ C
D
ν
TEFYF
Y · T · Y
)
− 2 ∂[µ
(
ǫABCDEB
AF
[α YFB
BC
β] C
D
ν]
TEGYG
Y · T · Y
)]
(17)
√
2
3m
Fµαβγ = ∂µAαβγ
− 4
3
∂µ
(
ǫABCDEB
AB
[α B
CF
β YFB
DG
γ] YG
TEHYH
Y · T · Y
)
+ 2∂[α
(
ǫABCDEB
AB
β B
CF
γ] YFC
D
µ
TEGYG
Y · T · Y
)
+ ∂µ
(
ǫABCDE(∂[αB
AB
β +
4
3
BAF[α B
FB
β )B
CD
γ] YE
)
(18)
√
2
3m
Fαβγδ = 4∂[αAβγδ]
6
+ 4∂[αǫABCDE
(
−4
3
BABβ B
CF
γ YFB
DG
δ] YG
TEHYH
Y · T · Y
+ (∂βB
AB
γ +
4
3
BAFα B
FB
γ )B
CD
δ] Y
E
)
(19)
Here T = TABδ
AB and Y · T · Y ≡ YATABYB , Y · T 2 · Y ≡ YA(T 2)ABYB.
This ansatz was obtained by requiring consistency of the susy laws, namely that
the the 11-dimensional susy variation law δ(d = 11)FΛΠΣΩ = d[Λδ(d = 11)AΠΣΩ can
be written as a total 7-dimensional susy variation δ(d = 7 fields). Our present ansatz
reproduces the linearized limit of ref. [13], and it coincides with the geometrical pro-
posal by [18, 19] when we let TAB = δAB . The T -dependent terms in (15) and (16)
which are B-independent separately satisfy the Bianchi identity, even though they are
not an exact form. The terms with Aαβγ as well as the B dependent terms are exact
and thus they trivially satisfy the Bianchi identities. The Chern-Simons terms in d=7
are not affected by the partial dressing with scalar fields of some spherical harmonics
of the ansatz proposed by Freed et al. [19]. The precise expression of the 4-form added
in the Fµνρσ sector is highly constrained. It must reproduce the linearized term in
[13], and it must yield the correct scalar potential in d=7 after integrating over the
compact space. In order to perform this integral to which both the Einstein action
and the kinetic action of the 3-index photon contribute, we start with the metric in
the internal space and its inverse:
gµν = ∆
4/5Cµ
ACν
BT−1AB ; g
µν = ∆2/5
(
CµAC
ν
BT
ABYCYDT
CD − CµAYBTABCνCYDTCD
)
(20)
where CAµ = ∂µY
A is a conformal Killing vector. We can thus interpret the defor-
mations of the background metric as describing an ellipsoid with the conformal factor
∆4/5, whose axes at a specific point y in the d=7 space time are determined by the
eigenvalues of T−1AB . When setting the gauge fields to zero and disregarding the terms
with d=7 space time derivatives, the integral over the compact space of the Einstein
action is already of the desired form, namely a linear combination of T 2 and Tr(T 2).
On the other hand, the integrated kinetic action of the 3 index photon has the form∫
d4x−94
√
det
◦
g (x)(YEYFT
EF )2(1 + S)2, where (3/√2)
√
det
◦
g (x)ǫµνρσS is the extra
term we need to add in Fµνρσ besides its background value. This function S should
be of degree zero in T and vanishes in the background. In order that the d=7 scalar
potential be of the form (TrT )2 − 2TrT 2, we can only admit terms in S of the form
α[TrT/(Y · T · Y )− 5] + β[Y · T 2 · Y/(Y · T · Y )2 − 1]. Requiring agreement with the
linearized ansatz yields α = 1/3, while β satisfies the quadratic equation β(β+2/3) = 0
in order to reproduce the d=7 scalar potential. The solution β = 0 does not produce
the correct gravitino law, hence consistency requires β = −2/3.
The ansatz for the independent fluctuationsAαβγ and the auxiliary field E−1/2Bαβγδ
is found by matching the last term in δψα in (II.6) (the term with Sαβγ,A):
i
√
3
2
Aαβγ = Sαβγ,AY A (21)
i
√
3
2
Bαβγδ√
E
= [
24k
5
▽[α Sβγδ],A −
k
5
δACΠ
−1
i
C
Π−1j
B
δijǫαβγδ
ǫηζSǫηζ,B]Y
A (22)
7
where the first terms in Bαβγδ cancel possible ∂αSβγδ,A and B
AB
α Sβγδ,B terms in δψǫ.
We also find that ka = −5
√
2
9 and kb = −5
√
2
72 , fixing the free constants a and b.
However, since Bαβγδ = 0 has to be an equation of motion we should add to (22)
fermion bilinear terms and an FF term to complete the Sαβγ,A equation of motion:
i
√
3
2
Bαβγδ√
E
= −k
5
ǫαβγδ
ǫηζ δL(7d)
δSǫηζ,A
Y A (23)
At this moment all the ansa¨tze are fixed, and we can verify the remaining terms in
the 7d susy transformation rules (II.4,II.6,II.7). This provides a number of independent
nontrivial checks on all our ansa¨tze. The calculations involved in these checks will be
publised elsewhere [9]. They involve heavy use of the formalism of spherical harmonics
[20].
Finally, let us comment on applications to the AdS-CFT correspondence. The fact
that there exists a consistent truncation means that we can use the 7 dimensional
gauged sugra action for calculations of correlators of the operators in the 6d (0,2) CFT
which correspond to the gauged supergravity fields, at leading order in N. Indeed,
consistency of the truncation means that there are no linear couplings of ’massive’
fields to the gauged sugra, and so in the tree diagrams of gauged sugra the massive
fields will not appear. In [21], a computation of correlators of chiral primary operators
in the CFT was performed, following the work for the AdS5 × S5 case in [22] (for
other calculations of 3- and 4-point functions see [7, 8]) . To find the correct CFT
behaviour, a nonlinear redefinition of the scalar fields was also needed, which did
result in a consistent truncation of the scalar modes to the massless ones. The nonlinear
redefinition in d = 7 is equivalent to our nonlinear embedding in d = 11 for the massless
modes, but note that the results of [21] are only up to quadratic order (and only for the
scalars) whereas we do find a fully consistent truncation to all massless modes. With
our results one can extend the calculations of CFT correlators to the other massless
(sugra) bosonic sectors and to the fermionic sector.
We expect that we can also find a consistent truncation in the AdS5 × S5 case, in
which the same comments apply to the correspondence between AdS5 × S5 and N=4
d=4 SYM. (Again, a consistent truncation of the scalar modes to the massless ones
was implicitly obtained in [22], by imposing the correct CFT behaviour). Perhaps our
methods can also be used to complete the explicit expression for the truncation on
AdS4 × S7.
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